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Prooetiure in the Study of an Industry.
1. Articles Manufactured.
Units of ileasuremont used:
a. In buying raw materials.
b. In manufacture.
c. In description and sale.





4, Humber of persons employed in manufacturing who
are responsible for a knowledge of units of
measurement
,
3. Distribution of Tolertmccs.
Study of a SilYersmith„j;ndust-r.^^
1. Procedure,
2, Analysis.
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V . Study of a Textile Finishing Indg3try .
T. Procedure.
2. Analysis.
VI . Study, op an. Indastrial Pli:ini-Ll-jiu;itry .
1. Procedure.
2. Analysis.
VII. Study of. a I/I^muPac' u.rlng J.ewelry Industn
1. Procedure.
2. Ana'^ysis.






UHITS OF :ii:A3UKiilIl^xTT iJi
II;T?.Q]3UCTI0I'I
Industry is "Labor habitually or systematically employed
ia beneficial work, especially in nkinufocture and arts." In
other words, modem industry is the produci^ion ana aistribution
of ^^oods which are created by human labor, aasisted by power and
rmachinery
.
The word manufacturing is derived from the Latin and means
"made by hand." In modern usage, however, the term usually
refers, not to this intrinsic meaning, but to the making of
articles by power driven machinery ratner than by hand operated
tools
.
To-day, the standard ization ot processes and of products
has made possible the production of articles in large numbers.
In assemb'’ ing, specialization is carried to the extreme; for
example, a wor2<er may be engaged in placing a single piece in a
press or in merely watching a machine.
ITew England industries provide great consuming markets for
raw material ana industrial equipment. It is distin^pii sheet as
a region of fine manufactures and its products are turned out
in finished form ready for the ultimate consumer. The articles
in which New jilngland contributed more tnan half the United
States' total in 19^9 include wroolen and worsted goods, textile
• machinery, i*uboer boots and shoes. In cutlery, edged tools,
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near the top of the list, averaf-in^? from 2pf' to sucn
a» cotton floods, ^ewelery, brass end bronze products, tools
and several other products.
In this study, the writer riixS endeavored to select a few
of the typical industries in order to deterrcine the actual
uses made of t/ie tnoles of measurement oy the persons employed
in tneae industries. The method used is that of observation,
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Inch . An inch is a measure of length equal to 1/1 2th
of a foot or l/36th or a yard. It is commonly divided into
1 / 2 , 1/4, 1/3, 1 A 6
,
etc., or often into 10
,
100 , etc.
Foot . A foot is a measure of len^h equal to 12
inches
.
Yard . A yard is a measure of length equal to 3 feet




Sounre Yard . A square yard is a unit of area equiva-
lent to the area of a square the sides of which are 1 yard.
3. VQLUio;-
Cubic Yard . A cubic yard is a unit of volume equiva-
lent to a cube the edges of which are 1 yard.
4. CAPACI2Y
flai Ion . A gallon is a unit of capacity equivalent to
the volume of 231 cuDic inches. It is used for the meciaure-
ment of liquid commodities only.
3. W^IGHg
Poured . A po\md is a unit of weight, the avoirdupois
pound containing 7 >000 grains and divided into 16 ounces, or
the troy pound containing 3 * 7^0 grains and divided into 12
ounces
.
A3.1 otht-r units of measure are multiples end submultiples
of there fundamental units.
r ;tn --f eJ: -it^rri ^
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jjABLES OF MDAoUKHimT
I, LIiriilArL i<lEA3UKii^ -- 5 Units
Liilnpflr Mefig:A-r .e ..fpj. ..PlsJ^nn.ge^
12 inches1 equal 1 foot
3 feet n 1 yard
3 l yards u 1 rod
320 rods TT 1 mile
S UUAiih iUEASUi- — 7 Units
Square measure is used to measure> the
areas of surfaces •
iLSilS.
144 square incn^s equal 1 square foot
9 square feet n 1 square yard
50i square yards TT 1 square rod
160 square rods n 1 acre
640 acres 1 square mile
A square is ICO square feet. Th«? acre is the
unit in measuring land.
III. CUBIC ISASULa -- 6 Units
Cubic measure is usen to measure the volume of
solids and the contents or capacity of hollow bodies.
1728 cubic inches equal 1 cubic foot
27 cubic feet ” 1 cubic yard
24| cubic feet ” 1 perch of stone
128 cubic feet " 1 cord
40 cubic feet " 1 ton (shpg.
)
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A cord of wood is B’ Ton/:;, 4* wide, i^jid 4’ hi£<h.
A cubic foot of wfiter contains about gallons (U.S.
Standard), and weighs 62|r pounds. (Avoir.)
IV. LIQUID iA'^^oU'iXiL — 6 Units
Liquid measure is used for measuring liquids and in
estimating the capacity of cist^^rns, tanks, reservoirs, et
4 gills e qual 1 pint
2 pints n 1 quart
4 quarts n 1 gallon




1 gallon of water (U. S. Standard ) weighs about 8-1/3 pounds
and contains 231 cubic inches.
Ordinarily, the barrel contains 31 I gal. In practice, bar
rels are of various sizes, as are also hogsheads, pipes,
butts, etc. The capacity of each is roEirked upon it. A
barrel for oil or other liquid contains about ^0 gallons.
.
APQTflECAAlirg » FLUID ^h:A3Uha — 3 Units
Apothecaries’ fluid measure is used by druggists in pre-
scribing and compounding liquid medicines.
60 minims equal 1 fluid drachm
8 fluid drachma ” 1 fluid ounce
16 fluid ounces ” 1 pint
8 pints tr 1 ga** Ion
The standard unit of measux-ement is the wind gallon
containing 231 cubic inches.
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VI. APQxi-l£GAkIii^S * >/iCIuHT — 3 Units
Apothecaries’ vvei^rht is used by druggists j;nd
physicians in compounding and prescribing medicines,
T;J3LE
20 grains equal 1 scruple
5 scruples n 1 dram
3 drams T? 1 ounce
12 ounces TT 1 pound
Drugs and chemicals when used in compounding medi-
cines are weighec by apothecaries’ v/ei ht, Vvhen they are
sold at wholesale, avoirdupois weight is used,
VIT. Dig -- 4 Units
2 pints equal 1 quart
3 quarts tr 1 peck
4 pecks It 1 bushel
The Winchester bushel v.'hich contains 2150.42 cubic
inches is the standard unit of dry measure. It is a hollov;
cylinder 13-|'” in diameter and 8" deep.
VIII. TLOY WAX GILT — > Units
Troy weight is used in weighing gold, silver,
diamonds, and other precious minerals.
3.168 grains equal 1 ka rat




12 ounces rr 1 pound
The term karat, in weighing diamonds is a denomi-
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Iso used to denote the finene..s of gold and rseans
1'24 part. Gold marlced 10k (10 karats) is 10/24
^ by weight pure gold and 14/24 alloy.
IX. AV0IHDUP0I3 i^ASUIUii — ^ Units









2,240 pounds TT 1 long ton (or gross ton)
The long ton is used in the U.S. Custom House in deter
mining the duty on merchandise taxed by tne ton. Coal and
iron are sold w^holesule at the mines by the long ton.
X • CXi>.LfUIiAK Oi.;. AIIGUXAH —— 4 Units
Circulv^r or angular measure is used in measuring angles
or arcs of circles.
6o second s e qup*l
60 minutes ”
360 degrees













3 score 1 hundred

- 3-
XII. TIAS lliLASURE 8 Unite
Time is the measare of‘ duration.
imJL
60 seconds equal 1 minute
60 minutes TT 1 hour
24 hours tf 1 day
7 days It 1 week
30 days TT 1 month
32 weeks f» 1 year
12 months T? 1 year
ICO years TT 1 century
363 days - common year - 366 days s leap year
XIII. PAPAR :iPAoURE — 3 Units
24 sheets equal 1 quire
20 quires rr 1 ream
2 reams tf 1 bundle
3 bundles ft 1 bale
Paper is sold in large quantities by weight; in small
quantities, by the quire or ream. In some eases a ream con-
sists of 300 sheets instead of 430. In ordering, it is neo-
essary to give the size of the sheet and weight per ream,
as well tis oiie quality.
Ziy. LUI£3£;R ilEAo'jT.S -- 1 Unit
The unit of lumher measure is xhe hoard foot. A board
foot is a square foot of hoard l”Xor less) thick. The vol-
urae of a board foot of lumber is thus seen to be 144 cubic
inches, excei^t when the lumber is less than 1" thick, in
which case a board foot is equal to a square foot of sur-
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XV. MQNiiY MjCASUkE — 6 Units
Table of Unitr d States Money
p pennies egual 1 nickel, or five-cent piece
10 pennies 1 dime, or ten-cent piece
3 nickels It 1 quarter, or twenty-five cent piece
10 nickels TT 1 half dollar, or fifty-cent piece
100 pennies Tt 1 dollar
20 nickels ft 1 dollar
10 dimes T| 1 dollar
4 quarters It 1 dollar
2 half-c?ollars n 1 dollar
XVI. ^IT'-LISH MOIioY — 4 Ikiits
Snglish money is the legal currency of Great Britain.
4 farlhin^fTS equal 1 penny
12 pence n 1 shill ing
20 shillings n 1 po^ond
XVII. i?FE:ich kioi?::.Y — 4 Units
French sionej is the le^-s.1 currancy oi France.
10 millimes equal 1 centime
10 centimes II 1 decime
10 decimes ft 1 franc
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XVIII. ELXCIRIC rilAoUKE — 7 Units




The unit of electromotive force. It has been
defined by the International El-ectrical Con" res s in 18?3 and
by the United States statute as: thdt electromotive force
which steadily applied to a conductor whose resistance is one
ohm will produce a current of one ampere. It is practically
equivalent to 10 C.G. S. (Centimeter Gram Second) electro
magnetic units.
Ohm The practical unit of electricaT resistance. The
resistance of a circuit in which a potential difference of one
volt produces a current of one ampere.
Amrere The practical unit of electrical current. The
current produced by one volt acting through a resisttince of
one ohra.
Watt The unit of electrical energy. The product of
ampere and volt, that is, one ampere of current flowing under
a pressure of one volt gives one w<^att of energy.
Coul omb Unit of quantity. Quantity of current which,
impelled by one volt, would pass thi*ou^ one ohm in one second.
pyirad Unit of capacity. A conductor or conaenser which
will hold one coulomb under the pressure oi one volt,
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SlUDY OF A IimSx'xvY .
GOIiHAU MA^raFACTJ.>i:iL/ 00 ,
PKQVIDiilJuK. K.I .
The Gorham ilanufacturin^' Company had its ‘beginnin^rs in
a little shop on Steeple Street, Providence, in 18:51 and re-
mained there until, in l88^, it became necessary to secure a
nevv location Tor the purpose of obtaining more space.
A plot covering several acres and situated on the out-
sliirts of the city was selected. Several large buildings,
with plenty of room for expansion, were erected. The growth
of the business was largely due to the personal efforts of
Mr. Edward Holbrook who advanced through all the branches of
tne industry from a very minor position to President of the
company.
Thirteen acres of land (^44,212 square feet) represent the
site of the Gorham Company at Elmwood on which tne factory is
built. The following dimensions will convey an idea of the
extent of the works.
Office Building 200* X 60
»
Chief tianufactuning Building 30^* X 44*
Preparatory Room 205’ X 80*
liOrth Wing 224* X 44’
South Wing 256* X 44’
Mechanics* Shop lOli’ X 43-i *
Silver Fo mdry 116* X 45’
Bronze Art Foundry 100’ X 44*
The total floor space is 241,781 square feet, equiva-
lent to about five and a half acres.
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The Prepartitory Room is a one story structure of unusual
strength. The floor has a foundation of concrete, and the roof
anu walls are designed to resist great strains owing to the great
weight of the heavy machinerj^. There are twenty four drop stamps
mounted on a solid granite foundation seven feet thick, Hear them
are the cutting, grinding, drawing and embossing presses, most of
which w«re "built from designs fumished by the company,
A brieic building, one story hi^, is used as a Bronze Statuary
and Brass Foundry for the casting of monumental or otner work, of
any «nd all kinds, even to the largest size,
"Gorham silver" is a standard throu£^out the United States and
is sold by nearly all of the principal Jewelers, The Gorham mark
is vyell kno'wn and consists of three small shields in succession,
the first shield portraying a lion to signify "sterling", the sec-
ond containing an anchor, the emblem of the state of Rhode Island,
and the third the initial letter "G" (Gorham). Underneath, the
word "Sterling" is staraped. This trade-mark on a piece of silver
guarantees the sterling standard of purity, that is, 923-1000 fine.
Absolute purity, 1000/1000 fine, is impracticable, as it is too
soft for durability, American and French silver coins are made
of silver of the standard of 900/1000 fine, but the English sil-
ver coin is 923 /loco fine and known all over tlife world a3 Sterling.
In 1868 the Gorham Company adopted the Ehglish standard of Ster-
ling, 923 /lOCO fine and has always kept tnis standard.
"Gorham plate" which consists of a heavy deposit of pure
silver upon a solid body of pure nickel silver has been made by
the Gorham Company since IB63 and is noted for its durability.
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THE STOHY OF THE OF A SILVER PLAg^^I) FQIIK .
In making a silver plated fork, there ere over thirty
“ distinct operations necessary. German silver, which ia a com-
bination of nickel, copper and zinc, is procured in sheet form
of varying lengths and thicKnesses. This hard, white nickel
alloy is used as a basis in making the fork upon which the sil-
ver is afterwards deposited. In the Preparatory Room, the met-
al is tninned or graded according to the correct thickness by
placing it between heavy rollers. This thickness varies from
in parts of the handle to 1/32” at the extremity or the
tines. It is then cut into the approximate shape of tne fork.
This process leaves the metal rav. on the edges, therefore, it
ia sent to a department where the edges are clipped. The
shaped blanks are placed in an oven and brought to a red heat
in order th«t tney may be readily worked. This process is
called annealing.
The fork is then stamped, A steel die is fixed securely
in the ”bed” and its mate secured in tine drop of the machine
?/hioh does the stamping. The piece of metal, or ”blank”
,
is
placed upon the bed die. The drop, which varies in wei^t
from 75 pounds to a ton, has a loose strap or belting attached
to it, Thio is carried over a rapidly revolving pulley above
the iron uprights, between which the drop slides up and down.
,
The other end of this strap hangs convenient to the operator’s
reach. As he grasps and ti^tens it over the pulley, the drop
falls with a blow upon the blank, leaving the impression of the
die. Where the metal has oozed out between the dies there is
usually a small burr left. This is removed by trimming. The
’*1^’***
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Trade-mark io tHen stamped on the back of the handle.
Erom here, the fork is taken to be "bobbed". This is
a smootning ofr process and is done by using powdered pumice
and oil with the object oi eliminating scratches, holes, or
^ any otner surface imperfections. In all electro-plating
operations, the articles to be plated must be perfectly smooth
and free from even the sli^^test scratches, otnerwise these
will show very plainly after plating. After it has been bobbed
,
the fork ia washed nnd sent to the plating room where it ia to
receive a coating of silver.
In the electro-plating room, the fork is suspended by
a wire to a metallic red in a vat made of wood, or other non-
conducting substance, in which is a plating solution. B'^rs of
silver are hung at the side of the vat and are connected with
the positive pole of the dynamo. The metallic rods are con-
nected with tne negative pole. The solution completes the
circuit. The lengta of time the fork remains in tne plating
solution depends on the general conditions, such a s atmosphere,
heat of room and strength of solution, and the thickness of
the deposit required. In general, .001 inch is deposited in
one hour and from 6 to 8 amperes are necessary per square
foot.
A patent automatic scale, which weighs the silver while
depositing, is balanced, to the exact weight of silver to be
deposited on the fork. When the current is turned on the plat-
h ^ ing begins. When the proper weight of silver has been deposited,
the scale beam rises, springing the switch, breaking the electric
current, and stopping the plating immediately. In general
,
a
good deposit of silver takes from 50 to 45 minutes. It is
then scratch brushed, polished, and washed. After it has been
inspected, the fork is wrapped in tissue and sent to the stock
room
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TIIE BROIJZE FOUirPRY
Bronze metal of high standard of (Quality is composed
of copper and IO^j tin and zinc. These materials are
placed in a crucible made of graphite tind put in a containing
furnace. Skilled moulders prepare the moulds from exact models
of the piece as it is to be in bronze. The moulds are of send
of an exceptionally fine quality contained in iron frames call-
ed "flasks." The molten metal is taken from the furnace and
poured into the waiting mould. In the pouring of a large mould
such as one which requires from 4000 to ^000 pounds of metal,
a sand basin capable of containing all the molten metal requir-
ed is built upon the large mould, A huge sand plug is affixed
in the bottom of this basin. Crucible after crucible is then
emptied into the basin until all the metal necessary has been
obtained. The plug is then pulled and the molten bronze flows
into the mould. Vihen the metal cools, the enveloping sand is
knocked away and the cast is cleaned *ith wire brushes. The
cast is then dipped into a strong acid and comes out the color
of a new penny. It is now ready for the filers and chasers who
go over the surface removing all superfluous projections or
"fins", and strengthening the lines of .ornamentation.
After the dimensions have been iiispected i nd adjusted
in the fitting department, the finished bronze vwrk is ready
to be colored. Bronze is capable of taking a great variety
of colors, according to the acids which act upon it in dif-
ferent ways. Certain chemicals will develop beautiful greens,
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"Oxidized ‘bronze" a light tone of oro'^/zLt is obtained by
oxidizing the raw color of the nev. bronze to a color which
it would take if exposed to the atmosphere.
AHCUITECTJPJIL BKQITZE D£PAHXME:gT
The architectural bronze department uses the template
system in measuring, the pieces of bronze. "A template is
a pattern or a mould used as a guide in mecnanical work."
In order to obtain a number of pieces of exactly, the same
dimensions, the draftsraan makes a x>attern on wood the thick-
ness of the bronze. The dimensions and. the places to b'^ holed
are marked on these pieces of wood. It is then given to a
workman who puts it on a machine where it is scribed on the
bronze. Then ix is cut out by machine after wnich the work-
man may check the meaaurepient or not, but he must take it to
the inspector who is responsible for the accuracy of the
dimensions
.
The template system, therefore, eliminates to a great
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nsJL wp.rp Dieces - Sterling Silver or Gorham plpte
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Sterlin/-' Silver or. Goriu-.m plate (continued)


















Bonbon or almond spoon
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Almond and Bonbon diahea

































Pepper and salt shakers
onnaise bowls











Cigarette cases and box
Flasks - Beverage mixer and cup
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GOHi.iAI'<i .tuLiiUl' AC -L LlivXi :g colipany
Articles -Durcheoed How jurehased


















Knife blanes (steel) Dozen
Sieet Metal (wrought metal) Feet & inches (length & wid^




Acids ( Sulphuric , Nitric , etc,
)
n








Paper Ream - ^00 sheets
Wood Board feet
French sand Cask - 300 pounds
Cardboard Ton - net
Charcoal and' coal Ton - "
Vv>?
.
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UUITS OF US 2D i:: DjjiSCRIPg IQIj Alih SALE .
GQRHAU LIA:rJFAC::Ui.IlJG CO .
GILVi^RWARS DJltPAKTMEjjl
nat Ware Pieces GVerlin/: and Gorham Plate
In the description and sale of flat ware pieces, units of
a^easurement are not considered to any greet extent because of
the variation in the aifferent patterns, for example, the Old
French pattern teaspoon is 3/3” shorter than the Dolly Madison
p. otern teaspoon. In general, teaspoons which are listed as
Smal 1 in the catalogue are approximately 3i” in length, ?/hile
those which are listed as Tr..de or Refnilar are about 6” long.
Dessert foris are usually between 7” and 7l" long while
dinner for^s are about 7*" long.
Breakfast knives are between 8|" and 9" in lengtn, dessert
knives about 8|-" and dinner knives from 10*' to ’ 03 " long^
Other flat ware pieces such as butter spreaders, baby forks
^eily servers, etc. vary in mea^-urement to such an extent that
every pattern is almost individual in length.
These flat ware pieces are listed according to staples,
fancy dozens, cutlery, and single pieces and are sold in quanti
ties of 12,8,6, or 1. The price is based upon the quality,
workmanship, and size of the article, sterling silver costing
almost twice as much a s Gorham plate and regular teaspoons
costing about $2.00 a dozen more than the small teaspoons.
The St. Donstan pattern, wnich is very finel^^ cnascd
,
is from
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Holiow Ware g3.fi te
Articles of this sort OF«jn be bou^t as follows:
Bonbon Dish Diam. Hei^ ,ht IJ"
Basket n ion Extreme “ 64”
Bowl “ lOi" ff 2i-H
Compotiers ” 7-1/B” n 6'^“
Dish ” 10-1/8“ T? 1^“
Plates Tf
Plates ” 6-3/8 ft
Child ' 3 Cup Tl 2.1 n
” Porringer " 4^^” rr 1.1“
Goblets if 6S“
Candlesticks 9“




Pepper and Salts rr 4^“
Sugar Baskets 4|n TT 51“
Ikitree Dish lOi" Extreme Diam. 14“







Cap. l-3/35ts. Height 8|-"
(no measurement given)
Cap . 1/2 pt
.
Diam. 12“
Cap. 4 pts. Height 7 -3/8“
Frames Outside Dimensions 8-7/8“ x 11-3/8“
There are many other pieces of hollow ware but the
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The products of the Bronze Art IDepartraent are priced accord-
ing to the skill, time and Hnount of material used in their
invention and manufacture. The measurements used are according
to specifications. Some artic‘’.es such as doors, fittings, ets.
are of standard type and may be obtained at stock prices,
Ife-terial . All work is constructed of Gorham Standard Bronze Alloys,
Con slructicn . The work is built in accordance with, and in strict
adherence to, the Gorham Standards or Bronze Construction, whether
stock or special.
Boors . Boors are classified, generally, as follows;
Built up doors, open back.
Built up doors, closed back.
Cast Boors, single faced, open back.
Cast Boors, single faced, closed back.
Cast Boors, double faced, built-up back.
Cast Boors, double faced, cast front and back.
Size of Boors; In the manufacture of bronze pieces, exp-=:'rience hrts
demonstrated the necessity of establishing standard dimensions.
The clear day -light or masonry jamb opening for Mausoleum doors
should be three feet (^’-0^’) wide by seven feet two inches (7*2")
hi^ for single doors and thr^ e feet four inches (3* 4") wide by
seven feet tvvo inches (7*2") hi^ for dojible doors. These dimen-
sions have been adopted as standard and designers uMerstand
that, tmless a special size door is required, it is a mea.sure of
economy to adhere to these proportions.
Other articles in bronze are manufactured a-"cording to
the following dimensions:
Vases, Urns and Tripods Height from 32|" to 48"
Grilles 23"X40^" to 40" X 8li»
Cinerar;^' Urns Height from 24^" to 29"
V/reaths Biam, " 13" to 62"
Palms Length " 47" to 66"
*4l
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OF PEliSOHS EI^iPLQYii:!) Ill PLAINT 86>
a. Purchasing 4




OF p:^ii30iis WHO ami) to ukderstmw uiiii^s of
mADURE IN I^l/iNUFACTURINC
.
SILV T: l{0 ..Emnloyed Ist.Cla- s 2nd-_Clee^ 3rd. Cl:
Prepttratory Rooms 104 1 5 98
Die Cutting 25 23 2
Trimming & Assembling 75 1 5 69
Electro Plating 115 2 10 103
Sterling 90 1 8 81





Architectural 118 2 10 106
Machine Dept. 130 4 9 137
Ecclesiastical Dept. 10 1 7 2
BOX DEPT 38 5 R 25
Total 770 83 64 . 623
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In order to separptr in some degree the persons using
twbles of measurement from those wno do not need this information
to carry on tneir daily taslcs in industry, the preceding table
has been constructed oy the writer. Altnough tne general classi-
fications of first, second, ana third class ra*e mere or less in-
definite in character, a finer and more detailed division would
probnbly not prove to be much more reliable for tne purposes of
ths study.
By 1st. class is meant tnose having an exr.e-.rz l^nov.'Ied/fe of
the units of measure, and who using thot Icnowlodge in tneir
woric. An example of this class io found in the die cutter who
must be able to use the micrometer and vernier calipers and
other instruments
,
formulae, and techniQ^ues for measuring and
designing accurately all classes of work. This demimds special
training and a minute degree of accuracy (.0001") It does not
include the workmttn w'ho simple reads an automatic gauge.
By 2nd. class is meant those having and using a knowledge
of the conaaon me&suies, such as linear, stiuare, and cubic measure,
and Who are able to read simple blue prints. This clars, in
general, is composed of persons who measure inches, etc,, a^-cur-
ately, but who have not an expert knowledge of measurement.
By 3rd. class is meant tho;se who do not use or need to uiider
stand any units of measure. These persons are usually engaged
in press work, assembling, polishing, etc, where little funda-
mental knowledge of measurement is required as the otetehines are
automatic, and the process, though important
,
does not demand
the use of measxirement
,
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Distribution o x. i-oXer?.r,oe .5
ToL^r-nsf^ .
"A tolerance is the difference between the limits
or maximum i\nd minimum dimensions of a ^iven part. It may
be expressed as a plus or minus, or both.”
Modern mass produc'-ion ana org«nized industry demands
exact dimensions, accurate to milliontha of an inch on some
types of ¥/orJc. The use of different tolls called gauges meas-
ure these dimensions quickly and accurately. There are many
different kinds of gauges for different kinds of work. Limit
or special gauges, some oi which are comraonly called go-and-
not-go gctuges, are used, in testing and inspecting, and reduce
the time element to a minimum.
The American Standards A.ssociatlon
,
The American Soci-
ety for Testing Jfcterials, and other similar organizations
,
have endeavored to urge all concerns to adopt standard or
comniercial tolerances in manufacture in order to keep meacsure-
ment over the years and to eliminate gue -3 work and waste in in-
dustry. rn^iy concerns have agreed to these standards and use
them in all ordinary work, J'or special work, it is sometimes
necessary to increase or decrease these amounts.
The Gorham Ifcnufacturing Company in its finest work
sometimen uses tolerances of plus or minus .0001", For ex-
ampl.c it is very important that the deposit of silver in
the el ectro-plating process be measured accurately. The
expert, therefore, must De able to determine whether or not
^-.‘V ^ ''it^ vi jr.' >"'^3 A.'”
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the correct araoimt of silver has oeen used, and the limits
are necessarily very fine, Tne common tolerance
in other types of silver worJs: is plus or minus. 003" or a
total tolerance of ,010“.
In the bronze depart r.ent, vmere consid'=rable of
the work done is on pieces over ten inches, 1/64 inch is
the common tolerance, but sometimes a toleran^’e as large as
1/8 inch is permissable on outside dimensions.
The distribution of to’ernnces in the Gorham Coi-ipany,
therefore, ranges from plus or minus ,0001“ to 1/8 incn
with the median of approximately plus or minus .003”.
Only the expert or 1st. class worlnnan is responsible
for a knowledge of toleruces.
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Ampere 1 ” (Electro-pla
jjUilBi-iK J/jl'aSURE






one unit of measure-









Number of Tables used 12
1-iow Items v/ere obtrined
The number of times eaGh item wos useci in pur-
chaaintT, manuf«ctuning, S-iid selling was ootained
estimating the number of operations in which the
meixaurement wws actually used. For example, if the
piece immufactu3'‘ed 'was iuade according to a pattern
wnich required the usc of measurement only at the
time the pattern was made, this item was recorded
only once, even thou^ hundreds of similar pieces
were made from the pattern.
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SgUEY OF A T3:XT1I,J1. il-TO LNJJU3THY
THii; UinDH) SHATZ3 FINISiilllG CO .
?X9 Yl.cI?;.LQ g. . . A » I «
There are many manufacturers of clotn who do not fin-
ish their own materials. The oleaching, dyeing, and mercer-
izing processes retiuire ecjuipment and conditions which arc
important and expensive enou^ to muJce the finishing a sepa-
rate branch of the textile industry. The cotton manufacturer,
therefore, usually sends his goods "in the gray'*, which means
before it has been bleached and colored, to a finisning plruit
where the cloth is put into the condition in which it finally
appears
.
The United States Finishing Company is just such an in-
dustry, It does not manufacture or sell goods, but conducts
its business on a service basis. The cloth and the pattern to
be printed are supplied by the customer. This plant is one of
seven branches, the main office being located in Uew York.
Bleachln,^^ . Pure, soft water and plenty of it is a prime
requisite in the finishing processes. 2Tew Fiigland has many
bleaching and dyeing plants because of the good water supply,
as well as other advantages, such ns ease and rapidity of
trmsportat 1on
.
The cloth is bleached in large iron kiers, some of v/nich
hold 8000 pounds. This means a strip 40 miles long in some
kinds of material. The cloth is boiled twice from ten to
twelve hours in tne caustic solution. The bleaching solution
must be of exactly the right strength for the kind and amount
* aillw
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of raoterinl immerse^^ the iejree of bleacn to be given.
The length of time goods is steeped must be accurately deter-
mined by an expert wno knows the exact dtiration of tne nec-
essary che;i.ioHl action upon the cloth.
hveinj? . Bleaching deprives the cloth of color, while
dyeing gives cloth color. If the cloth is to be dyed a light
color, or if It in to have colored designs on a white back-
ground, it must bf3 bleached thoroughly before being dyed.
After it has been bleached, the beaufey and finish of both the
color and the fabric are dependent upon those who nix the
color colutions and guide the dyeing operations.
The dyestuff must be made of such a nature that the
coloring natter will unite with the fiber of the cloth in or-
der to produce the strength, ox uolor desii*ed. It must also be
set and this is done by the addition of another chemical, call-
ed a mordent. Substances of mineral origin such as salts of
aluminum, chronium, iron, copper, and tin, principally, and
mani’' others to a leas extent, and of organic origin, like
acetic, oxalic, citric, tartaric, and lactic acid are employed
as mordants. The chemical composition of the dye, the strength
of the color, the temperature of the water, the length of tii-.e
the cloth shall be kept in the dye bath, and the succeeding
treatment of the material are problems that must be worked
out by the tre^ined chemist or d^er before the dyeing opera-
tion Degins.
Print in.-: . Roller printing is the simplist method of pro-
ducing figured materials on cloth and is the method used in
coloring many of our drapery and dress raaterials. The design
of one color is en raved on e copper roller long enough to
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extena across the wicft.h of the cloth to Le printed. This
work is very intricate and demands gretit accuracy of mensure-
ment. Each color riiust hove a separate roller; therefore, if
the pattern is to contain seven, ei^^t, or more colors, there
must be that number of cop, er cylinders in tne printing ma-
chine that does the work.
The engraved rollers are accurately arranged in the
/
priiitiiig miichine, ea^^h vvith a pan of color for tiuit particular
pra-t of the design placed under it. The cloth is supplied
to the engraved cylinders by wooden rollers covered with cloth,
or brushes, which revolve in the pan of color. As these roll-
ers or "ilirnishcrs” supply the whole surface of the engraved
cylinders with color, as well as the engraved parts, the sur-
face color has to be scraped off again, end this is done by
means of a steel blade, known as the ’'doctor blade’’. The
printing machine has a large iron bowl or drum covered with
several layers of a course cloth called ’’lapping”, and the en-
graved cylinders press against this surface. The cloth to be
printed passes partway round the bowl of the machine and be-
tween the engraved rollers and the bowl, and thus it r^^ceives
the color. The setting of the colors is extremely important
in the production of .sa-tisfactorily printed materials. Print-
ed cottons are usually run over very hot rollers filled with
steam to set the colors.
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TilE STORY OF HOW CLOTH IS PRIM'BI) .
The cloth is brought to the storehouse in bales which
are covered with burlap and bound with metal bjuids. These are
trucked across to another building where they are seat down a
shute to the grcj room. The bales are opened and after the
goods are marked, the ends arc sewed together. Then the cloth
ia rolled end measured by imicnine, and sent to the singeing
room. Here it passes rapidly ovi.-r a gas flame to remove the
fine loose down and other foreign matter ..hioh rainrit have ad-
hered to the cloth. It is then immersed in a tank of /ater and
sent through a pot-eye into large bins where it undergoes a
souring process to prepare it for the kier room. In this room
the cloth is boiled a whole day or longer in iiijmease iron boil-
ers or kiers containing a ce.ua tie solution to uleach it. Then
it is sent to the wash room to have the caustic washed out.
It is then dried and, if tne goods is to be mercerized, sent
to a room where it is fed into a machine which straightens the
fibers of the cloth and thus mercerizes it. From here the
cloth passes to the winding room where it is wotind on large
rollers and then sent to the roll storage until it is needed.
If the clcth is to be dyed a plain color as well as
printed, it is taken to the color room and dyed by passing in
and out of a dye solution over several rollers, the lower ones
being submerged in the liquid. When it ia a satisfactory shade,
it is removed and rolled, first passing over foui* or more dry
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In the printing room the cloth is fed, by an apprentice
called a ”back-boy^, into a printing loachine containing one or
more copper rollers, according to the numbei' of colors in the
pattern to be printed on the cloth. For example, if the pattern
contains yellow, orange, and brovm, there will be three copper
rollers
.
The printer stands at the front of the machine watching
the cloth constantly to see that the color is the correct shade
and that the pattern is JUatched, During this process, which is
the most 5.mportant, the cloth rests on another thickness of
cloth which serves as a pad. After it passes over another set
of dry cans it is taken to a room wher« it is washed ?md then
sent through a steaming raacliine to set tne coloro,
The goods is then starched and run through a tenter frame
to stretch it, or through a shrinking machine to shrink it if
it is shirting or non-shrinkable raaterial, and taken to the
pasting table. Here the seams in the cloth are cut out and the
ends *"ast.ed together, so as not to interfere in the ironing
process. Then it is dampened by raeans of revolving brushes
and sent through a calendar machine and ironed to e^ive it a
lustre and softness.
In the folding room the cloth is Inspected as it is fold-
ed by mjichine in yard folds. It is then counted, tagged, and
v/rapped and sent to the shipping room where it ia packed In
Clines for delivery. The v^rapping paper, tape, and ticket are
all supplied by the customer.
The cloth is measured automatically during almost every
process by a calculating device similiar to that used in
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measuring yard goods in a department store, Tno viorker
merely notiocs the number of yards re^gistered and records
it on the ticket accompanying the order.
An allowance of or 2^ according to the grade of
the cloth has to be rat!?'tG because of the skrlnkage and also
because of the loss causea by the necessity of try ing out
the colors to be used in the pattern. If this shortage
amounts to more then the percentage allovved the loss must
be mtt.de up by the United States Finishing Company.
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TilS UIUTEB STATES FIIII3I1IJC CO ,
rirUclea tMrohacfd KQw uurchased
Sulphuric acid - liquid
Tannic Acid ”
Tank car-66, COO to 100,000
pounds to a car
Barrel - 430 lbs.
Acetic " " Ban'el - 300 lbs.
lluriatic A.cid " Carboy-120 lbs. or 10 gal.
Oxalic " crystal Barrel - 20D lbs.
Stearic ’’ cake 200 cakes to a case
Albumen-li quid (blood from cattle
yards
)
300 lbs. to barrel
Alburaen (egg) Tin - IOC lbs.
Albone C Carboy-120 lbs or 10 gal.
Acetinc J - liqtiid Barrel - ^30 lbs.
Denatured alcohol Iren d 27um-300 to 600 lbs.
Amon ia ” 300 to 1000 lbs.
Glycerine " " 1100 to 1200 lbs.
Glauber - coinrson Bag - 100 lbs.
Glauber - heavier ” 200 lbs.
Caustic Soda - Solid Iron DruEi - 700 lbs.
"
'• liquid Tank - BOOO lbs.
"
" nakes Drum - 350 lbs.
Ciiolorine Cylinder - I30 lbs.







130 to 130 lbs. Bag
Tale Bag - 200 to iilO lbs.
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Q . ’garcr^vi.9 aesLoaiMlu^
Kerosene oil Tank - 100 ^rallons
Eed Oil - eoap Barrel - >0 gallons
I^-es - powder Containers 10 IDs. to
30 lbs.
Dyes - vat - paste- or liquid Barrel - 20D lbs.
paper Pound
2ape 1| lbs. Cone - 1000 yds
Thread t lb . Cone
Back i?ray cloth Pound
Copper Hollers Unit
Doctor blades Dozen
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J.. IN desckiptioi; aud
i STA-IiDS FIUISIIIL~G CO .
As this industry' does not manufacture articles
tut simply performs a service for the customer the sales
department is a little different from most concerns. The
coat of the bleaehin^'^, dyeing, and printing io based upon
the quality of the goods, txic intricacy of the pattern as
well as the number of colors used
,
and tne amount of ma-
terial to De finished. Tables, wnioh state the cost of
finishing a certain number of iards, are in txte hands of
the salesman. The only measurement, therefore, in v.hich
he is interested is the number of yards in tne material
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IfUI^xCR OF P£aS0IJ3 WIiO TO U:U^S
OF MSASUEi!] IR FlhlSlilN 'o'
R.O.. Soirloyet' 1st . Class 2nd . Cl S3 a ird.Cli
Preparatory Rooias
Gray 12 1 11
Singeing 8 1 7
Bleaching 30 1 2 27
3<iercerizing 6 1 1 4
Winding 30 1 29
Pye 30 1 1 23
Pry Cans 6 6
Color 20 1 2 17
Printing 60 l4 6 40
soap and Steam 20 1 13
Engraving 12 12
Tenter Frame 28 1 1 26
Pasting 10 10
Da;npen ing 10 10
Calender 30 1 23
Ilake-up (& inspection) 45 • w 4 40
Packing 40 1 2 37
P0k«er and Maintenance 20 2 6 12
Store Room 3 1 4
Trucking 15 1 5
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Total number of Items
K’jmber of Tables used
Humber of yards to
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A STUDY QJ?- Mi IliJ/joJx.I.'LL PIPING
co:L?;dTY. Lie,
iOIIUFAC^UHIHG FACILITIES TliRCUGIi AR.1uu:GF.\L:::T 3 WITH
GH^EKAl FIH£ SXTINGUISHFR COlvIPiJv^Y .
The Grinnell Company, sometimes knov.n os the General Fire
Lxtiafruisher Company, is fully equipped to manufacture and
sell many kinds of products. The automatic sprinkler, as a
method of fire protection, is a recognized leader due to the
superiority of the Grinnell head 5ind to a firm adherence to
hi^h standards of eonstructicn. There are more Grinnell systems
in use than all others combined
.
Po»er piping v/ork is also a specialty of the Grinnell
Company. This includes the construction and fui’nishing of all
the necessary materials in connection with the piping.
In the heating field, the Grinnell forced circulation
hot water system is an economic method used in large industrial
plants. The service Includes expert construction tnd installa-
t ion .
All of the piping work necessary for the supply of water,
air, oil, chemical and other miscellaneous pipe lines in in-
dustrial plants may be done by tne Grinnell Com^sdvj raid install-
ed with proper regard to strength, straightness anci proper pitch.
In making the parts necessary for its own contr^icting busi-
ness, the Grinnell Compan;^^ evolved the plan of offering these
parts for sale in large quraitities. Almost any type of fittings,
hangers, valves, and piping supplies may be bojight according to
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Textile drying; maeliinery, electrical devicea, and
humidifying equipment are also products of this company
•
There are seven Grinnell plants in Uorth Aiif?rica, two
of v.hieh are located in Canada, The general offices are lo-
cated at 260 West Exchange Street, Providence, R. I, This
study is concerned v/ith the providence plant, waioh special-
izes in automatic sprinklers.
Humidifying equipment, such as atomizers, humidity con-
trols and scales, use the trade name AI-ICO or AF^rican Moisting
Companj^. This is a subsidiary of the Grinnell Company. Humid-
ifiers and other AffCO products are m«de in large numbers by
this concern, A humidifier is a hi^i capacity head for use
vyhere conditions require great amount and distribution of mois-
ture for air conditioning in high studded rooms and those where
high temperatures prevail due to local conditions or require-
ments. It is valuable v^here temperatui’e and diyness of tne
air are great, owing to frictional heat developed by operation
of cotton spinning and tv/isting macninery.
In tne sheet metal department, there are -large machines
which qvlZ and turn the edges of tne copper sheets. The men
engaged in this work must be able to work from templates, to
read simple blue -prints, and to understiind coauton measure-
ments. The copper is rolled into large cylinders, then it ia
lapped and riveted to make a tight joining.
The interior p.^rto of these huraidifiers are mc.de in
various departments. In the fo'uidry, bronze is used in the
manufacture of the heavier portions. Three t^pes of fuinace
are used, (1) electric, (2) oil, and (3) pit fires, in which
UL\ J ’ £• ^ fi ^Si f-r^T
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oont ia used. After the lu^rts have been cast, the^^ are
sand blasted in the clerjiin^T room.
Turret lathee smooth and trim the different parto.
-Expert workers in the brass room thread and fit the smaller
pieces and some of the large sections which must be fitted
accurately. They make use of different types of gauges and
use the micrometer cal i: era. Other workers in this room do
not need to use measurement as they are performing one opera-
tion, and an expert sets the machines.
The parts of the himidifier are finally assembled,
tested, and regulated. It is then ready for distribution.
AUTOMATIC ^BRLKKLLRB
For thirty years the Grinnell Automatic Sprinklers
htive been used a.s a means of fire protection, The^ have been
reported as having extinguished thousands of fires with tri-
vial losses wilier otherwise mignt have become very serious
set backs.
There tv7o types of sprinklers, tne soldered ty^e
link sprinl:lers which operate at a tempo ratui-e not lower than
153 degrees F, and the silica bulb sprinklers which operates
at 155 degrees F. The soldered type (the original ) consists
of a yoke, body, diaphragm, glass valve, main strut piece, key,
hook, and deflector. A thin coating of solder which melts at
different degrees according to the kind of solder used, holds
the parts (fen place.
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I’he silica bulb spririkler /.orks on an entirelv dirrer-
ent principle but uses wany of the same kind of xcrta. ?he
element effected by the heat in a silica oulb nearljf filled
with a red colored liqxiid. This bulb st the lower end rests
on two soft copper rin.^e which in turn ai-e held in place by a
metal button. At its upper end tne bulb rest.^ on a similar
ring which is supi^ortbd bj a small collar. A small pin pre-
vents an adjusting' screw in the collar from becoming’' loose.
411 of tho metal parts are ^ade cf bronze, selected because
of Its stren.^th and anility to resist corrosion. Ahen the
head is exposed to rising temperature the liquid in the bulb
expands fmd shatters the bulb. This loosens the parts and
releases the water, thus obtaining prompt and efficient re-
sponse of sprinklers.
Several gauges are used by the expert in the construction
of automatic sprinklers. In order to comply with the insur-
ance company regulations, each part must be tested thorough-
ly and examined periodically by an insurcnce inspector. Gauges
which become horn and inaccurate must be replaced.
The ins 'eetors of these parts are v/orking with go-and-
not-go gaitges constantly^ but on the other hand they are not
concerned with the actual measurement as the gauge is all
that is necessarj". The inspector mtxy or mj-y not know that
he is working with measurerconts as fins as .001” or, in
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'iVrought pire, Boiler 'i?ubes, Wrou^lit Couplings and Nipples
Brass Pipe and Nipples, Fabricated Pi- Ing Mraterial, Arco
Metal Pipe, Couplings end Nipples
Cast Iron Planned - Bell and Spigot
FiiPi;:c3
Screwed Fittings, Standard Cast Iron
Branch Tees, Cast Iron
Screwed Fittings, Extra Heav^' Cast Iron
Screwed Fittings, Cast and Drop Forgea Steel
Floor and Ceiling Plates
Unions and Uion Fittings
•.lalleable Iron Fi‘. tings
He iling Fittings
Bronze Screwed and Flanged Fittings
Long Turn or Sprinkler Fittings - Di'ip or Drain fees
Dra inage Fi 1 1 ings
Fl.angecl Fittings, Standard Cast Iron
Flanged Fittings, Extra Heavy Cast Iron
Flan.?ed Fittings, Special - Cast or Ffibrioated
FLANGES
Drilling Pl,.anged Valves
















31ov;-off Valves - Everlasting
Cocks Boston Uniwiiif 1School of
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ST^AI^ SPi^CIALTIKS. £rC .
Gauge Cocks, Gauges, Thermometers
Safety and Relief Valves,
SJife'y Valve Discharge Elbows
Reducing Valves, Steam Traps
Grinnell Thermoliers - (Unit Heatv3r3)
Thermoflex Speciclties




Pipe covering. Insulation, etc.
TOOLS




Asbestos Lead Joint Runners
AMCQ I-kOLUCTS
Humidifiers - Junior, Standard, Pan, Simplex &
Ampex Types
Atomizers - Self Cleaning and Plain
Dampenerb
Hand Sprayers
Humidity Controls - Air & Electric
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1000 ft. (in lengths of 18 to
22 ft. Standar*^ sizes |,i,et«.

















Rubber I.Ioulded Goods (for gaskrts) Pound
Baklite IT
Oils (Cutting & Lubricating) Gallon
Linseed oil Pound




Brazilian quartz tubing Feet (diameter according
to specification |,l/8"
Gold Beatus skin Yard
Asbestos Pound
Graphite If
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St- eel Caliper rule












Standard internal cylindrical gauges
Standard external cylindrical gauges
Standard taper cylindrical gauges
Limit gauge
Special gauges
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T/|gTT5; OF uj.^D m D.asciaPTioi; ai^d sale
QRl..Ijia,L QWaM me .
A3-though a great deal of the work which is done at
the Grinnell Compeni' is performed according to detailed
specifications, standard fittings, valves, etc. ma^' be
obtained from stock. Because of the necessity of accuracy
the dimensions in the description and sale must be of such
a nature that the customer may obtain the correct size and
type of product. In some cases one dimension, the inen ur
parts of the inch is sufficient, but in other cases it is
necessary to specify two or more dimensions or measurements.
In order to illustrate the complexity of the measurements
and the need of definite specifications, the following table
is given. Almost every article which is manufactured is des-













2 4.7 .218 111
2l 6.7 .276 8
5 9.2 .500 8
4 15.0 .557 8
5 18.4 .575 8
6 26,8 .432 8
Unless otherwise specified threaded pipe is shipped in
approximately six foot lengths.
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The salesmen sell practically all their products
from catalog;ue. There is on attempt being made in this
company to employ sales engineers, men v/ho cansell and
install. Up to the present time, however, there is but
one sales engineer employed. Genercl men, or men who
understand thoroughly how to assemble and install Grinnell
products, are sent by the company, to the building or
plant, after the salesman has obtained the order. These
men translate the specifications sent in into a satis-
factorily finished piece of work.
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TO OiJ:vERSTAi\"I) UIUT3 OF
MRASU-.F IR MARUFACrUEIKG.
20^ Emrloiver’ 1st. Class 2nd. Class 5rd.Gln:
Sheet Metal 40 4 3 31
Basement 48 1 1 46
Brass Room 36 5 3 26
Sprinkler 50 1 1 48
Brass Foundry 74 1 3 70
Bulb Sprinkler 23 1 24
Carpenter Sxiop 11 4 7
Assembly
,
Enamel ing 43 1 12 30




27 12 11 4
Total 363 33 44 286
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Because of the demand for a hi^sh ^ade fitting
combined with utility and strength, the parts manufactured
by the GrinnelT Company must be accurate and according to
standard. There are certain Mtinufacturer *s Standards to
be followed if the customer is to be enabled to order stock
products. For example, the material, dimensions, number of
threads, etc,, must all conform to these standards. Certain
tolerances or limits are also specified. These tolerances
are of different amounts according to the type and use of
the part,
A tolerance of plus or minus ,001 is allowed on fine
work, of plus or minus ,003 on oter work, but on most of
the parts the commercial tolerance of plus or minus ,005 is
accurate enou^, A limit of plus or minus 1/3? inch is al-
lowed on center to contact heavy cast iron fittings for
sizes up to and including 10 inches, and plus or minus 1/1.6
inch on sizes larger than 10 inches. Furthermore, plus or
minus l/l6 inch is allowed on all contact surface to con-
tact surface dimensions for sizes up to and including 10
inches. On larger pieces of sheet metal work, plus 1/64
inch is allov/ed to pass inspection. The approximnte median,
is probably about plus or minus ,005*
In the manufacture of these parts, the majority of
the workmen do not hove gauges nor do they use these tol-
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eranoes. For the raost part, the work is done according to
a patTcm, or the machine, which is set, truns out tne
parts automatically. The inspector examines the result
and tests the accuracy of the dimensions by means of a
specicvl go-and-not-go gau^e. Some inspectors are first
class workmen while others who merely inspect according
to the gauge, discarding those which do "not-go” are
second class workers.
* *
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Total number of Items reiuirin^
one unit of measurement. 512




Inch & square inch
Inch & square foot
Inch & degree





Items reqi*iring three units
of measurement
•




In ch , aquare inch , p cund
Inch , square ^'ard .pound
Inchj pound .gallon
Inch, square foot, pound ( size, e,rate area,<S;
sure of Look Up Safety Valve)
Items requiring four units of measui-ement
.
Inch, foot .gall on,pound (Automatic iniectora) 1
Inch, p ound ,gfill on, cubic foot (V/ater lifters) 1





gallon , square foot ( Steam Trap ) 1
Inch, square foot ,pomid
,
second .minute (Foam Tank) 1
Foot, cubic foot .pound .minute .hour (Thermoliers-
Air velocity ft. per min., air delivery eu.ft, per
min,, condensation lbs. per hr, -StoJidard Units) 2
Total number of Item:? 735










Square Measure and Cubic Foot used only in items
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A S^UDi: 01 A Jxi^WiiXRY MAJiUFAG2UraiIG lIJiJUSTKY .
B, A. BALLOU & COuiBAJY IlfC.
?LO'nm::cK r . i .
The B. A, Ballou Company', manufacturing jev/elers, was
founded by Barton A. Ballou nearly 60 rs ago. This is
one of the oldest and most reliable jeweliy concerns in
the citi^ of Providence.
The rersons employed in this industry rrnge from the
highly skilled workman to operators of automatic machines,
each performing a definite and necessary part of its pro-
duction, The designer makes a sketch of the article, and
the tooliruiker iruikes the steel foimis ard necessary tools for
the stamping process. There are several other operations,
such as bending, soldering, coloring, and finishing before
the article is ready for use.
The st<^el die is one of the greatest aids to the jewel-
ry industry’. It is b^ this means that the production of
large quantities or jewelry is made possible in a compara-
tively short time at a minimum cost.
Pieces of jeweliy'^ are stamped as one piece or in several
sections, and then assembled by hand. The effects oh-
tained in this manner are difficult to distinguish from
the more expensive hand wrought jewelrv.
The hub is a perfect model in steel of the aesign to
be produced. It is used to produce the die or negative form
from which the article is stampevT in gold, silver or other
metals. After the hub is cut into the desired form, it is
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driven into a large piece of steel called^ the die. Some-
times the huh is used in stamping, but often it is non-
essential. The die or negative form may also be cut by hend.
In cutting a hub, 1/8” rmirgin is allowed all around
the design for average work, but if the designs ar' to be
deeply cut or if they have lorge flat surfaces margin
should be a'^lov/ed. The depth or thicloiess of e hub is
about 1" for small work and 1^” or lj‘” for large worx. About
3/3” mar,!; in is allowed on small hand cut dies, while large
or aeeply cut dies have a margin from to 1|”.
The force is a positive form, fastened to the jack of
the drop press, to help force the gold, silver or other
metal into the die. This force closely resembles the hub
but does not have such finisii as a hub.
The die is very carefu'’ly adjusted by toolsetters so
that tne force centers over the die. This requires accu-
rate measurement. The metal to be used for stj,fmping is cut
into pieces larger than the sunken portion of the die. The
piece is placed squarely in the center of the die, the
hammer strikes the blow- and staiTips the pattern.
Gold is the most malleable of all metals. It is also
extreraely ductile - one grain moi' be dr?xwn into a wire 500
feet long and it has been hammered into leaves leas than a
millionth of an incn in thickness. Gold as well as silver
is bought from banks or refiners tmd assayers.
Gold better than l8-karat is seldom used in the manu-
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An l8-karat alloy used in fine work is made of 18 parts
£’;old, 4 parts silver and 2 of copper. This is a very rich
yellow,
A very^ hard 14-kerat alloy, suitable for bracelet
snaps, pin ton^e steins or stiffening: pieces, is, fine gold,
14 parts; silver, 5 parte; copper, 5 parts.
A 10-karat jn:reen gold olloy is, fine gold, 10 penny-
weights; silver, 11 pennyweights; copper, 3 pennyweight s.
There are different kinds of gold finishes, suen us
white gold, green gold, Roman gold, etc., and these are de-
termined by the proportion of metals used in the alloy.
In melting gold for wire, scrap gold combined with new
gold is usually used, the reason being that a herder and
tougher wire is obtained,
Llany difierent metal gauges are used for measuring tne
tx^ickness of the stoex. Ro stancie.rd exists, but the Browne
and Sharpe wire gauge is Icnown by all dealers in Americn, and
therefore, it is important to give the name and number of the
gauge in purclmsing baser or precious metals.
Baser metals, such as eop?er or brass, are sold in
sheets, while precious metals may be pureh«sed by tne ounce
or cut to specific size. The thickne.is is measured by the
slot the metal or wire fits into. For exijnple, 20 gauge
stock is .031961 or .032 inch, while 3 gauge stock is
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AHTICLE^j PUivCiL*-Sr.D HOW PUhCrJvSiLi;
Platiniun Penn^'weight
Pure Gold Troy Ounce
Silver fi n
Rolled Gold Plate tT TT
Gold & Silver Tubing ft tt
Plate Wire tl ft
Fancy Wire f» ft







Acids Pourpfl & Gallon








Screws (Wood & chine) Gross
Huts & Bolts ft
Beads TT
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Cynide of Potassium Pound
Quit it e ”
Borax ”
Solders
Gold (different karats) Troy Ounce
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B. A» BALLuij 6i , Xil
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UJ3ITS OF used w lk^^qkiftiou a:jd sale
B. A. BALLOU & COi:PAaY II?C .
In this concern, the writer has fo-'ind, as is the
ease In many Ouher Jewelry firms, thst the salermen do
not sell frc.xi a catalogue but carry a sample line of
goods. The customer as a rule desires to see the differ-
ent qunlities and finishes of the gold or other metals.
This could not be accomplished b^ the use of the cata-
logue alone.
Beside the article on the sample card is the stock
number, and different q^ualities of gold in which it may
be obtained. The salesman in filling out the order
blonk states the stock number, the quality o.t gold de-
sired and the quantity. Usually, manufacturing Jewelers
do not sell retail,
Jev;eler*s findings, such as pin stems, swivels, catches,
etc,, are sold by the dozen or gross. \Vhsn the bill is
sent to the customer, the quantity, in units, and the wei^^t,
in pennyweight, are both stated as the price is determined
upon both these factors.
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umiBEiv OF PiSRSOxJo iJLIPLOYFD m PLANT 1S5
a. Purchasing 2
b. Manufacturing 132
c. Sell ing 9
d. Office LL-
133
OF PFRSOSS W.iO liYEL TO UNLiDRSTAin) UNITS
OF MEASURE 12ir ILIAI^gFACTUKIUG
No. Employed 1st. Class 2nd Class
Desi^piing & Toolmaking 13 10 3 2
Toolsetting 3 4 1
Press & Bench Work 40 1 2 37
Enamel ling 7 1 6
Melt ing 2 1 1
Soldering & Assembling 30 2 4 24
polishing & innealing 8 8
Coloring 3 1 1 3
Carding & Shipping . . . ZD_._ . 1_. . 1. 13
132 21 13 33
10?5 74?5
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]}lalLrll)at..ion o£ Tolex.ji;;e_3. .
f The distribution of tolerances in this concern
is from .0001 inch in measuring platinum, gold, and
silver to 1/8 inch and in measuring the leiigths of
bracelet links a.nd neck chains. For ex^aiple
,
in cutting
off links for bracelet lengths and neck chains, the
girl measures off the number of inches desired by holding
the links of chain against a yard stick ¥,hich is nailed
to the bench. If the length is somewhat longer than the
req.uired number of inches, the difference is allowed.
In drawing wire to a specified thickness or gouge,
however, much finer measurements are necessary and the
tolerance is very small.
The most freouent tolerance is about .003”.
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ANALYSIS OF Ui;iTS OF LIEASIlBEMETfT






Sg.uare Inch 5 T»
CUBIC X^^ASUKii:





Ounce 2 n Number of Items
Qjiart 3 ti requiring more than
Ckillon 5 n one unit of measxu’e-
BSrrel 2 merit, i.e., gross
aiid pennyweight
Ji icvjY » t AI G±ii'
Grain 5 TT
Total number of Items
3ennj\vei^ht 11 ft
Ounce 16 n Number of Tables used
AVOIKLUPOIS
Ounce 3 n ^In billing jeweler’s




C X 1\C u XuxK
Degree 2 n
Circle 3 n
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A STUDY OF A ..IIID IIIG I-IAOEIUS. XIJDUSJiri
<j.i.« X V vUljj C’ji&i A3^Y m
The Universal Winding Company miaiufacturea machines for
winding fibrous material, for market or for use in mills,
and also machines for winding electrical coils. The plant
covers approximately 25 acres with nearly 10 acres of floor
space in use, and the employees number over 1000.
In 1S$3» a corporation under the name "Universal Winding
Compaiiy" was organised to develop the buoineso begun by I!r.
Joseph R. Leeson. At tu« present time, nearly 50 styles of
machines, fully protected by patents, have been sold wherever
textile machineiy is used. There are more than l60 differ-
ent attachments on these macnines, tht*ti rnttking it possible
to wind an^^thiiig windable.
Although winding machines have been used successfully in
almost every branch of the textile and fabric industries, the
cotton, wool, o.nd silk industries are, in point of volume,
the most important. Winders are used at several points in
each of these industries and, because of the difference in
the material handled, more than one machine- and more than one
t^'pe of equipment for each are necessary to meet the demands
imposed. Each machine is concerned with four main operations;
(1) the spindle, which revolves the container upon which the
liber is wound, the power coming from outside the machine,
(2) the traverse and gainer mechanisms which control the dis-
tribution of yam on the container, (3) the tension and pres-
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making it uniform throughout, and (4) th« supply.
Each machine is limited to certain types of work, so
that each shall perform perfectly. In deciding which machine
and v/hat type of equipment is needed for that machine in per-
forming a particultir kind or grade of work, four facts must
be known; (1) the nature of the ck terial, that is, size,
strength, hai*<ineae, etc., (2) the form of package into which
it may be wound, (3) the numbei' of ends to be v;ound, and
(4) the form of container which will be used as a supply,
The U0 . 3 O winding macuine is typical of several other
winding machines manufactured by the Universal Winding Company,
although the size and form of the parts may be different. A
combination of this machine which is most familiar is the
nutaper coner 9 15 ” taper, fitted with 6” cam, and steel
fin- er tension and over-end supply. This is the standard
equipment for wind.ing a supply for knitting machined using
cotton yam. By changing the cone tube holder and cam for
short traverse winding, the machine ib made ready to ?/ind
cones for the cotton interweaving which is used to insulate
coils, and also for winding cotton or silk splicer cones.
These splicer cones form an auxiliary supply on the knitting
macuine and are brou-^t iiito pla^' in knitting the heel ana
toe of stoekin,-s, where reinforcement is necessary’
o
The regular coner, 5 7 " taper, is also used to wind
a supply for knitting machines, and as a stjmdard form for
shipping yarn from the commercial spinner to be used in
other branches of the industry. The familier package of
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Tlie iro.90 machine is of a somewhat different type
than the U0 . 3O, although it has some points in common. It
winds the shuttle supply for all kinds smci varieties of
cotton, wool, silk, hemp, and otaer pile fabrics, and requires
an almost endless variety of equipment to meet all conditions.
For example, there have been spindles made to moi^e tiuin
73c different specifications and aiz,es. Approximately 73
attaoiiments are available in connection witn the machine.
The filling for practically all of the woven silk in the
United States and other countries is wound on this machine.
The Ho, 7 machine is a tube winder for winding heovy cords
and ropes up to diameter and in packages making a maxi-
mum length and diameter of I 6 ". Packages produced on this
machine weigh from 30 to 60 pounds each, depending upon the
nature of the material.
Special machines are used in winding many forms of
electrical coils. Ho
.
38 is a heavily constructed machine for
winding coils up to 14 inches in diameter with a laaximum
length of 12 inches in the spool -wind form. It is easily
adjustable for various sizes of wire and is fitted with a counter
for measuring the turns of the wire.
Ho.pb machine winds coils for electrical meters of all
descriptions ,telepnone and telegraph coils .transformers
,
ignition coils, and radio coils of various t,>pea. All coils
not exceeding 3 -3/8 inches long and 6 inches in diameter are
wound on this machine when the wire does not exceed $0 . I 8
B & S gauge. These are the only self-supporting electrical
coils known to exist.
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Thread (For winding commercial packages)





Electrical Coil Winding Machines
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Pig Iron Ton (gross)
Steel Hand redwe igh
t
Lumber (for crating machines)
Shooks







Metal Slitting Saws Unit (according to specifi-
cation from diameter to




Wood and Paper 1000
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hu:.:llr of feksoims <Miu :;^d ?o unuerstaui. uiii^s of ..^suiiE
IN ii^AIiUFACTUklllG
U.g,t il^UIUiis. iXi^.tCla.2a
Assembling 48 1 47
Bench 1 34
Boxing 18 1 17
Bracket 7 7
Drafting 30 13 13
Drills 39 1 8 30
Experimental 9 9
Engine (Maintenance , etc.
)
33 1 14 18
liraine Macnine 11 1 10
Fo\mdry 203 8 13 180
Garage 10 1 9
Genera.1 20 10 10
Hardening 8 1 7
Inspection 31 2 2 47
Li.the 3 49 3 6 40
Millers 32 2 3 25
Movemen 19 1 18
Millrigjits & Electricians 12 6 6
Polishing 14 1 13
iimch Press 23 ‘ 2 21
Restaurant 4 1 3
Repair 9 2 7
Eoundmen 21 2 19
Stores 31 1 10 20
S ecial Machine 23 13 10
Shipping 18 1 17
Sweepers 23 23
Screw Machine 33 4 ‘ 3 ‘ 46




Wind ing 2 2




Total 937 111 173 671
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Tolerances in the Universal Windingr Corapanj^ sre of
different ranf^es in the different departments.
In the lathe and automatic screw machine department,
tolerances ran e from plus or minus ,001” to plus or minus
.00^”. The foreman and assistant foreman set the mit chines and
are the only ones involved in the tolerance. As many as
3 operations are performed on one machine in this department.
The ranf^e of tolerances in the milling department is
from plus or minus ,001" to plus or minus ,010", but plus or
minus ,001" is the tolerance conaaonly allowed, CMly two per-
sons are involved, the foreman and assistant, as, after the
machines are set up, the machine works automatically.
In the tool room, one hfilf of the workers use and need
to understand fine measurement. They work in parts of an
inch almost entirely. These to'^erances range from plus or
minus .0001" to plus or minus ,002", with plus or minus .002"
in common use.
Those who are engaged in special work, that is, in
mailing new parts for machines or new machinery are, for the
most part, highly skilled and able to use and understand in-
struments of fine measurement. These men work with tolerances
from plus or minus .0005" to plus or minus ,015". with plus or
minus .012" used comn-iOnly.
In the inspection department, where each part is gauged
for accuracy, the persons employed, most of whom are girls,
tiy^ each p.-^rt in the go-and-not-go special gauge. The parts
which do not "go", that is, those which fit the "not-go".
»J .
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are discarded, and later returned to the different de-
partments to be corrected. This m»3a inspection requires
accuracy and dexterity rather than a knowledge of measure-
ment or a knowledge of tolerances. The foreman or bead
inspector and his assistant are practically the only per-
sons who are involved in the understanding of these toler-
ances.
In the foundry where the large parts of the machines
are oast, a larger tolerance is natui*ally allowed according
to commercial or standard tolerances. In general, plus or
minus 1/52'’ is allowed up to 10’’, and plus or minus l/l6"
on pieces larger than 10”.
The entire distribution of tolerances in this indus-
try'- is from plus or minus .0001” to plus l/l6” with an ap-
proximate median of plus or minus .003" on small pieces or
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ANALYSIS OF UUITS OF \
ILilYEHSAL i/aNLING CG^LFijri .
LII^IiilAk -iiZASUiJ]















Quart 3 IT requiring two units
GelIon
AV0Ii-J)Ur0Ib
4 T of measurement
Foot & Inch 162
Degree & Inch • 14
Yard & Minute 48
Ounce 32 n
Pound 33 n Total number of Items 1344




Ton (gross) 1 n




Ft.& In.- Larger parts of mach-
Circle 9 IT ines, such as bases, troughs,
shelves, etc.
TI^IB
Degree & in. - Sliape and size of
Minute
PAP^'R iUPASUiuC
30 n cones used in muchines
Yd. & ifdn,~ Speed of machine in
winding, i.e,, I30 to 300 yds.




















sui.u>;ahy of it. - s of uhijs of :ji!:A3UREi>CTg .
FOR FIVE IHDUSTIilES STUDIED .

























ilund redv?e i^t 2
























223 32 734 1336
































11 2 7 23
3 3 3 20
14 14
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than one unit of
measurement 11 1 42 5 1 2?4 66o
IDIAL of
'
:a.ASUiSb 4^8 72 733 167 1344 2776
It seemed unnecessary to list in detail the 2776 items
in these five industries. In order to illustrate what some
of these are, a few of the most frequently used units of
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Height of silver dish
Diameter of ” ^
Length of bread tray
Height of goblets
Height of candle stielcs
Length of baby spoon




” ” spoon heundle
” " bov/1 of spoon
Width of spoon handle
" " bowl of spoon
Height of coffee pot
" " crearaer
Width of cloth
Size of pattern on roller
Spacing of pattern on roller
Diameter of pipe, elbows, tees
and cresses, reducers, couplings,
bushings, plugs, unions, and flanges.
Thickness of pipe, etc.
Length of rods
Length of screws




Length of lingerie pins
" ” bar pins
Diameter of gold wire
” " spring rings
Width of bracelets







































Length of pieces of
sheet metal
Length of strips of
German silver
Length of bronze tablets
Height of bank grilles
Length of bronze caskets
Heiiiit of large statues
Length of pipe ^
D<fpth of tank
Length of foxtail chain






^ ” supply holder
" creel
Height of machine stands
Diameter of revolving drm
mi
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brass, copper, zinc, and
cadmium
Electro-plating flatware








Amount on yam cone, knitting
cone
,
warp ing cone, emul s ion
cone, cotton bobbin, worsted
loom bobbin, filling cone,
splicer bobbin, and braider
cop
Amount on Frankl in package
,
twine package, heavy cord pack-












" ’’ foam tanks
























Melting gold, silver and
alloys
and coils
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Broniie Statuary - height
Cloth - length (yd.) width (in.)
Pipe ” (ft.) diameter (in.)
Fire hydrants - depth (ft.) diameter (in.)
Saddle stands - height (ft.) pipe size (in.)
pipe pole supports - length (ft.) diameter (in.)
Indicator posts - length (ft.) diameter (in.)
Cast iron pipe - diameter (in.) pressure (lb.)
Elbows - aiamettr (in.) angle (degree)
Hose rack - capacity (ft.) valve size (in.)
Si^dit drip - diameter (in.) pressure (lb.)
Sight test connection - diameter (in.) pressuie (lb.)
Ciieck valves - d.iameter (in.) pressure tlb. )
VFlves - ” n n It
Gate valves - ” n n r?










Flange fittings - diameter
Reducing laterals
Bronze steam fittings






Gaskets - tniekness (in.) weight per sq.yd. (lb.)
Foot valves - diameter (in.) valve area (sq.in.) weight (lb.)
A.P. safety valve - ” " grate ” ^sq.ft.) pressure (lb.)
Water lifters - diameter (in.) pressure (lb.)
capacity (gal.) (cu.ft.)
Machine parts and attacixiaents - length (ft.) width and
diameter { in.
)
Kutaper coner - length (in.) taper (degree)
Speed of machine in winding - amount (yd.) per minute
Jeweler ^s findings - quantity (gross) weight (pennyweight
)
It is apparent from this list that wherever two or
more measurements are used in description they are inde-
pendent of each other.
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AMLYSIS OF IJuIviBAR III IljJ/JjrRIKS STULi;^)
V.7IQ HEED TO UirUBTiSgAUD imi?S 01-
iro .Baeloyed a 2nd.C3.a3ia 3rd. Cl a!
Gorham Alanufacturing: Co , 770 83 64 623
U. 3. Finishing Co. 457 37 29 371
Grinne7-1 Co. Inc. 565 33 44 286
B. -A. Ballou & Co. Inc. 132 21 13 98
Universal Winciing Co. 957 111 175 671
T02A2, 26^>1 237 323 2049


















rriimber of Iteraa requiring
more than one unit of
meiisurenaent 66i),
GEiilTD -TOi^AL 2776
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. X iiUMBEh or BY IKPUSTHIijiS
Gorhara Manufacturing Company 44 8
U. S. Finishing Company 72
Griimel.l Company Inc. 733?
B. A. Ballou & Company Inc. l67
Universal Winding Company 1 5
4
GlUn'I) fOfAL 27b6
j}0JAL OF OlABLBS USiilD III isACH IiO>USii?By
Gorham Llanufacluring Company 12
U. S. Finishing Company 7
Grinnell Company Ine, 9
B. A. Ballou dc Company Ino. 9
Universal Winding Company 10
,I'r
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Lf;^.ER OF U5ITS OF
- ... JiiiilKjillTT LISTED FOiL ^2JLl
Less the units in tables not used
Apothecaries* Fluid Measure 3
” Weight 3
Dry Measure 4
M'^ney Measure (U.S.) 6
French Money 4
liiglish Money 4 28
Total number of units in
12 table‘s used in stud^^ 63
Less Units in these tables
not involved in study iS.
ACTUAL UUI^S U31CL lU STUDY 33
;-»»*s r ,fd/. r-rHi I' V
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In summarising^: the data obtained in studying thene
five industries the following conclusions may be stated;
1. Of the I 8 different tables of weights and measures
listed
,
only 1 ?. were required in the five industries
studied
,
2. Of the 9:5 possible unit. , the study has shown that
only unite were used in these industries.
3. Over 3/4 of the persons employed in manufaeturing
in these industries did not need to use or understand any
units of mea surement . In other words, 11??' ore expei’t in
fine measurement, 12??> use the common tables of measurement
and read simple blue-prints, while 77^' are engaged in tasks
which do not reqiiire the actual use of any measurement,
4 . Therefore, only 23^ of these persons employer are
using the 33 units of the 93 units included in the l8 tables.
3. In using these units, the accuracy of the measure-
ment is as important as the knowledge of the raf-'asui'ement
itself,
6. A table of measurement, as such, is seldom used in
its 'entirety. Only one unit of the table is necessai'y as
a rule. Those who are working on small pieces using the
inch, or parts of an inch, seldom have occasion to use the
yard
.
7. The units of measurement used in purchasing the
raw materials differ from those used in manufacture. Gen-
erally'^ speaking, larger units usually of volume and capa-

- 9>
oity are usfd with ^treater frequency in puroha.£3lne,
while smaller units are used constantly in tne processes
of manufacture,
8,
In the five industries studied, the inch was the
most common unit of measurement, the pound (avoir.) rank-
inf second in frequency.
9.
A knowledge of standard tolerances allowed, in
general, involves only the expert, usually the foreman and
men employed in the engineering department. Others may be
using a g£iuge which measures toler^ince but they do not need
to understand the actual measurements involved,
10,
Ani' commodity is loeasured in a preferred unit, fixed
by trade practice. This is equally true of a raep.surement
lised in the process of manufacturing. In otner words, a
person using a measurement uses It on a commodity and the
fundamental point or basic fact is first, an unde.i'standing
of that commodity. Handling the commodity v/ith intelli-
gence, therefore, comes first and knowledge of tne unit of
measurement follows.
n . Where the thousandth of an inch is the measurercent
constantly used, the thousandth of an inch is the unit. To
be more specific, whatever degree of accuracy is commonly
called for, that degree of accuracy becomes the unit of
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Appllgat jo-gg.. o f--2.tuiljL
As a result of this study, the following suggestions
might be made:
1 . It is not profitable for children in the elementary
grades to spend time on committing to memory tables of
weights and measures,
2. When the pupil understands the commodity, it is not
difficult for him to apply the preferred unit of measure-
ment to that commodity.
3. The teaching of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division of compound denominate numbers has little
value.
4. Reduction ascending and reduction descending has no
value in industry witn perhaps the exception of the estimat-
ing department. It is, however, included in some text books
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